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Executive MBA

Hugo Branquinho
Together everyone achieves more.
Hugo’s professional life went full circle when he was sent to
Angola for seven years. He was born in Africa, Mozambique,
and since he has changed places quite a bit, from Vila Real to
Lisbon and, of course, now Porto.
He was always interested in engines and the automotive
industry, but even though he studied Mechanical Engineering
he decided to keep his passion for a hobby and professionally
focus on fuel and energy. In a way, he kept it in the family.
Hugo says his love of machinery started from his lazy days as a
boy, wondering how machines could do the work for him. And
that is a good thing, because it put him on the path to where
he is today.
Hugo sees himself as a family man and a person with great
technical skills. He is taking the Executive MBA to develop
his management skills and leverage him to be the leader he
wishes to be.
Nationality: Portuguese
Languages: Portuguese, English
E-MAIL:
hpbranquinho@gmail.com
MOBILE PHONE:
+351 964 080 102

SKYPE:
hugo.branquinho
LINKEDIN:
www.linkedin.com/in/hdpbranquinho

Main skills

Projects

Future
Professional
interests

Likes
& Curiosities

Exploring

Sport related personal projects
Chestnut growing for the
industry

Further exploring the chestnut
market

Sports

Analyzing
Perseverance
Curiosity
Goal-oriented

Consultant for the energy and
fuel industry

Cars
Engines and a bit of competition
Family

Career Goals
Hugo plans to expand his current projects and keep on acquiring management skills to complement his extensive technical
knowledge.

“The pessimist sees difficulty in every
opportunity. The optimist sees the
opportunity in every difficulty”
Winston Churchill

Timeline
Angola National Race car
champion in 1.600 cc class

20 MW Combined Cycle
Construction finished

Started Working Overseas

2015
2014

Refinery General Turnover planning
finished on time and on budget

2010

Design and construction of a venturi
water pump for high risk sites

1982

I was born

2012

2009

Versatile

Lead by example

Quick learner

Top 5
Strengths

Objective
Oriented

Motivated

